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SECOND GUEST WORLD PROVIDES
ZWIFTERS WITH MORE ROUTE CHOICES
CHOOSE TO RIDE OR RUN THROUGH THREE DIFFERENT
WORLD OPTIONS EACH DAY

Zwift, the global online training and racing platform for cyclists and runners, today announces

the addition of a second guest world choice to the home screen. Implemented as a direct result

of feedback from the ever-growing community, the feature provides Zwifters with more choice

and an opportunity to explore new routes every day. 

“We’ve long had requests for the addition of a second guest world choice, and we’ve heard those

requests loud and clear, “says Zwift CEO and Co-Founder, Eric Min. “One of the unique

experiences of Zwift is being able to login and be surrounded by thousands of like-minded

athletes. It’s amazing to see how the roads have really filled with cyclists and runners this year,

so we now have the opportunity to add in a second guest world choice and retain that feel. I’m

excited that our community will have more choice every time they login to Zwift.”  

Rolling out over the coming days on all platforms, Zwifters arriving in game will have the option

to choose from Watopia, which will remain ‘always-on’ and two guest world maps. The guest

worlds will rotate in pairs. To see which courses will be available throughout the month, the

course calendar will remain in place.  
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ABOUT ZWIFT

Zwift is the indoor training phenomenon taking the world by storm. An online platform helping everyone meet
their fitness goals while having tons of fun along the way. Engaging gameplay meets fitness meets a global
community of cyclists and runners. The result? Serious training made fun.

Meet new friends. Make new rivals. Ride up mountains. Run through jungles. Sprint through real roads made
virtual or cruise across futuristic cities. Fun, flexible year-round training becomes the new normal with Zwift. 

Build strengths and smash weaknesses with thousands of workouts. Train day or night, no matter the weather,
and close the gap between where you are and where you want to be. Looking for something more specific?
Flexible training plans by world-class coaches adjust to your schedule and help get you ready for race day.

To learn more about how to choose guest worlds, head over to the blog pages.
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